A b r f m e C Tksumption that non-linear rectifler loads contribute only t o the steady state of a power system is commonly made in the design and analysis of pow er conditioners such as the shun t active R1ter.This tacitly assumes that the non-linear rectifler load is leos sensitive than the AC system. This paper presents experimental measurements of the sensitivit yof non-linear rectifiers made b y injecting a perturbing current into the point of coupling of the rectiller.
I. INTRODUCTION
The loads connected at the customer end of the electrical supply netw ork generally operate without significaa problems. For this reason the character and behavior of these loads is not w ell knwn. However the unknown nature of the loads are of concern as the number of non-linear rectifiers increases [I] .
One area of present consideration in end user pow er systems is the use of pow er conditioners to prernt any harmful effects from rectifier loads entering the pow ersystem and also to prev entharm being deliv eredto the load b y the pow er system. The present thinking on pow er system conditioning assumes that devices that return or move the voltages and currents bac k t o their sinusoidal ideals inpro ' 1 : pow er qualiy. This view of pow er qualiy is simplistic with perhaps a better approach being putting an e m nomic value on the quality of the delivered electric pow er. The main obstacle to this is determining what value pow er qualit y has for the customer. Survey methods attempt to quantify costs from customer's own estimates of the cost of pow er qualiy events. This how ever does not quatitatively asses the sensitivity of the customer's load and hence the effectiveness of any installed pow er conditioner. This load sensitivity is an area of research that has received little atten tion.How ever as the nmber of installed rectifier non-linear loads and pow er conditioners increase itis important to determine the behavior of the loads to ensure that the pow erdelivery system con times to operate correctly. Active pow er conditioners suh as the shunt active filter typically have a power converter. This is switched to create a current wawform to compensate for the unwanted components of the voltage or current. By adding to the con trol of thepower converter the ability toinject an arbitrary perturbing current, the conditioner can be made into an activemeasurement device for the combined A C system/load netw ork to whih it is connected. This paper presents experimental results measured using an actual SAF system as a perturbing source to perform measurements of the small-signal behavior and sensitivity of a single-phase and a three phase rectifier. These measurements have heen confirmed with analytic models and simulation by the authors (21.
THE SMALL-SIGNAL RESPONSE OF PLCiECTlFlER AD
Measurements are made of the small signal behavior of the load. The base or unperturbed operation of the load is driven b y the fundamehal AC voltage while the response to a small superimposed perturbing signal is termed the small signal response. This separation of the response into the unperturbed or base case and the incremental or small signal change is typical in the analysis of non-linear switching systems [3]. It is typical to assume that the base case or operating point is constant.
In an uncontrolled diode rectifier the fundamental system voltage drives the switching of by alternately forward biasing different pairs of diodes. If the devices are controlled turn on devices (thyristors) the fundamental frequency drives the switching but the turn on switching instants are controlled. In both these cases the small-signal behavior of the rectifier is determined b y the interaction betw een the fundamertal voltage d r k u switching and the perturbing signal.
A rectifier's essential function is to act as a modulator con verting the fundamedal 50HA C side voltage to OHz DC side voltage. As part of this function other current and voltage harmonics occur. When a non-harmonic frequency is applied to the rectifier the response is at a number of frequencies algebraically related to the original applied. One w ay to represedthis is to view the rectifier in the fretruencs . . surements includes a digit,ally controlled three-phase IGBT voltage-source corwerter as sliwn in Fig. 1 . Thr converter is switc hed ly signals generated by the field programmable gate array (FPGA). These force the three-phase converter current, measured with three 14 hit analogue to digital converters (ADC), to follo w the currelt demanded by the DSP control softw are. The three-phase control system is implemented in the DSP softw are with a rotating reference frame phase locked to the positite sequence of the system voltage [SI. The DSP control soft 11-are can, under the userk control, demand converter curreds of arbitrary magnitude, frequency and phase, F F T~ of the measured Inad load as shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 2(n) shows the representatir e dectrical circuit eqiriy-and the system to iliject.cd currelit to lo;vl I:IIII(.LLI. c:lli~l:c! alent of the experimental system. Tlir AC system defiticrl can be seen b y considering the system i n 1110c: kc1ii~gri~111 b y its impedance.Zs,,. becausc it has ii ciir~ent t,o voltagc form as showlt in Fig. 3 . Analysis is I I I ; L~( : tlsiq st,ii~ldi~rtl trausfer. The loiid iias ii voltage to current transfer aid bloc kdiagrm arithmetic with m;rt,ricus repr,wui,it~~ t , i >~, is therefore represented as an admittance. liO,,,,. A tfrr-load and system. (hlatriccs are rc(IuirccI to rc,I>rcscrIt. tllc. qucncies where the A Csystem has no voltage source the one to many frequency response of thc noIl-linc;ti 10;id.) injected current divides between the A Csystem and thr The small perturbation current.
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The SAF experimental system used t,o make the mea- 
This control block diagram shows how the response of the load cannot be separated from that of the AC system and demonstrates that the measurement is of the combination of the load and the AC system rather than only the load. The block diagram also serves to illustrate that the transfer from the injected current to the load current is the forward transfer of a load measurement SAF and so has control implications for the shunt active filter. If the load presents a capacitive impedance its interaction with the typically inductive system impedance causes a current measurement SAF to be unstable 161. Showing these tw o parts in a blok diagram form gives important insight into how the rectifier and the system interact.
SINGLE-PHASE RECTIFIER hlEASUREMENTS
The experimental system is set up with the single-phase rectifier load connected line to line. Fig. 4 shows the experimentally measured base case current waxeform of the single-phase diode rectifier. This has the typical peaked w avefornthat is usually associated with diode rectifiers. Also shown is the spectrum of this current which has the expected odd harmonic content. The converter system is made to generate a single frequency constant amplitude current injections. Fig. 5 shows the effect of injecting the sinusoidal perturbing curred I I ,~ of 0.365A (peak) at frequency of 18.75Hz on the current flowing into the singlephase diode rectifier load. As can be seen by close examination of the rectifier current there is a oscillatory variation in the load current w aveformaw ayfrom its base case. The spectrum of the perturbed load current w ave- tifier behavior is shown in Fig. 7(a) . This shows the total w aeform of the load current IL + A I L and the spectra of the A I L . Notice, as previously, the v ariatian of the currclt w aveformAlso note that once again the resulting frcquencies have the same pattern as before in that componerts occur at the same frequency as the applied pcrturbing current.
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.5€lz, at 100-G2.5 = 31.5Rz and at 10O+G2.5 = lG2.5IIa. tifier is shown in Fig. S . This shows frequency components that arise in the output load current for a given input frequency and is measured by taking FFTs of the load current for increasing injected perturbing current frequencies. The base case harmonic currents: which form the horizontal lines, are retained. This shows the way in which a perturbing current at a given frequenry gives rise to a number of frequencies in the output. Consider an applied 25Hz
signal. By tracing down the imaginary vertical line from 2.317. the frequencies that arise c m he found. Ignoring the charact,eristic h;rrmonics these are 2.511~. 100 -25 = 75€1z, 100 + 2.5 = 125Hz, li.5lIz, 225Hz ... . The diagonal lines
show that tho component frcqucncies i n t.he load current first order relation t o tlx :Ipplicd perturbing fruquency. That, is tlic output tias frequencies that are relatcd only bo sonit? ,arbitrary frequency plus or minus thr: input frequency and not to twice or some other multiple of tlie input frequenry. This has important implications for modeliiig and analysis of rectifier devices [7] . Tlie disap pearance of some of the diag-onai 1inr.s its thc input pert,urbing frequency increases is caused by the magnitude of the resulting component falling below the pIot,ting cutoff 
' . THREE-PHASE MEASUREMENTS
Although common the single-phase rectifier is not the only rectifier used to convert AC pow er 1.0 DCpow er. A large amount of rectification is performed with three-phase diode rectifiers. The experimental system can be configured to make three-phase measurements. As the system has no neutral the injected perturbing current is positiv e or negative sequence rather than a single-phase quantity as before. In order to make measurements of three-phase quantities it is appropriate and con mient to use either sequence, orthogonal air or rotated dq components. The sequence transform resolves three wire thrne-ph;lse system into t,w oconstant magnitude phasors which mtiit.e in opposite directions. These tw o phasors are the positie and negative sequence of the three-phase system. In the experimental system the three-phase variables are measured and a tw o-phase orthogonal equialent system formed. The tw ophase system is used in the SAF cortroller implementation and the converter DC bus conrol.
A complex FFT operates on any time ynrying complex variable effectiJely performing a FFT of a locus or shape 181. By making a the imaginary component, of n complex signal and -B its real component, the complex signal is of the form of (2) for a positiv esequence three-phase signal and (3) for a negative sequence three-pllase sig-nal. turbed current is shown in Fig. 10 for an injected current of 25Hz. The base case spectrum is not removed. Note that due to the imbalance in the system voltage there are noncharacteristic harmonic currents at the negative sequence, third harmonic positiv eand negative sequence, fifth harmonic positive sequence and seventh harmonic negatie sequence. The perturbing current's effect on the load current can be clearly seen at 25Hz, 75Hz, 325Hz and 375Hz in the positiv esequence. The effect can be seen at negativ esequence 275Hz and negative sequence 225Hz. The other non-harmonic components that can be seen at negative sequence 225Hz and 275Hz and other such frequencies are of smaller magnitude. These are the result of the interaction of the perturbing injected current with rectifier non-characteristic harmonic behavior. The sequence coupling behavior of the three-phase rectifier is shown in Fig. 11 . This figure shows the frequencies a t which the load response is of significant magnitude for both negative sequence perturbing current injections (shown as negative frequencies on the X a x i s in Fig. 11 ) and positive sequence perturbing current injections (shown as positive frequencies). Once again the base case spectrum is couples sequences can be seen by considering an input of -50Hz (negative sequence fundamental). By tracing the vertical line d a m from the -50Hz label it can he seen that positiv e sequence 450Hz, positie sequence 25OHz, positive sequence 150Hz, negative sequence fundamental, negative sequence 150Hz and negative sequence 3SOHz all occur. Of considerable interest is the positive sequence third harmonic as this triple-n harmonic is not zero sequence so can propagate through a three wire three-phase system.
VI. DISCUSSION
The results of the measurements made using the DSP con trolledpow erconverter show that rectifier type nonlinear loads have a measurable and aell patterned response when excited by a perturbing current. This means that the rectifiers are sensitive to variation in the terminal voltage caused in the measured case by the injected current.
This counters the constant current source assumption made with respect to rectifier loads when they are considered connected to some pow er conditioner. The implications of these measurements for pow er conditioner connection are that since the non-linear loads are indeed sensitive to changes in their terminal voltage the behavior of the load should perhaps be considered in control system design. As the system used to make the measurements is of the type used to implement a shunt active filter this suggests that the load measurements could be made by the shunt active filter itself. This opens the door for the pow er conditioner to self adapt or self tune.
P erhaps of e.en greater interest is how the measurements show that non-linear rectifier loads h u e a nou-zero smallsignal response and so con tributeto the response of the total AC pow er system to ary disturbance. The measurements made are injected current to load current change but VII. CONCLUSIONS rectifier have definite measurable responses to small signal The frequency and sequence coupling behavior of the perturbations caused by current injection into the point single-phase and three-phase rectifier respectively indicates of connection. The single-phase rectifier has a frequency that the behavior of both these devices is first order. That coupling characteristic while the three-phase rectifier has is t o s a y that the frequencies or sequences that arise in both a sequenceoupling baracteristic, The sizable frequency c=eS are dependent on the first multiple o f t h e applied fre W n c Y only. These first are turbation are related only to the first of the ap. first order. As the size of first order effects is directly prportional to the magnitude o f t h e applied perturbing signal the rectifier can be modelled using a constant transfer. The authors have completed sum an analysis which has proved to be extremely accurate [9] .
components that in the rectifiers, responses to a per.
plied frequency meaning that both devices have a smallsignal behavior that is dominate This that the devices can be modelled using on,y first order the first order
A . Meosur ability of r edifier tr ansfers
The rectifier measurements are made with a DSP controlled IGBT power converter. Apart from extended memory and perhaps extra processing power the system is very much like the technology used in implementing shunt active filters and other pow er conditioners.This means that the typical shun tactiv e filter could measure the beharior of the load and AC system to which it is connected. This may allow the adaptation of the control approach.
Throughout the dev elopmed of the experimental system, Fig. 1 , to make measurements like those shown in Fig. 6 there WRS R doubt as to whether it is possible to actually measure the characteristics of the non-linear rectifiers. The principal concern is whether the response is sufficiently larae a simal. This concern has not been found . -. .
to be valid and in fact the measurements ha ve been made also give a good iudicatioIl of the sen. with only moderate regard to the noise rejection 01 range sitivity of rectifier $pe loads and how these load contrihute of the experimental system analogue to digital converters. to POW er system dynamics.This is useful as it is allows the The use of an FFT to determine the frequency Components inclusion of the effects of non-linear loads in power system has proved more than adequate to shav that the collection behavior. of the measurements is possible.
Since the AC system plays a large part in determining the size of the current to current transfer, the relative amount of perturbation current flowing int,o the load decreases as the AC system impedance decreases. This can beeri appreciatsd by setting [ZS,,] 
